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Abstract 
A new specimen for investigation of the volume effect and scatter in fatigue data associated with different volumes is presented.
This specimen contains two notches with associated volumes of different size. The WL-integral is used to estimate the 
probability of fatigue, and is compared to the experimental outcome. When the WL-integral is fitted to just one of the notches,
the experimental outcome was well described. When fitted to both notches the fit was poor except at a failure probability of 50
%. The results are almost the same whether the WL-integral is evaluated as an area-integral at the specimen surface or as a 
volume-integral in the specimen volume.  
Keywords: Volume effect; statistics; experiments; weakest link theory; fatigue limit(s); area approach  
1. Introduction 
For many industrial products, fatigue is the major concern during design. There are many different methods used 
for description of the fatigue failure; fatigue crack growth approaches, strain-life approaches and weakest link 
approaches for example. In this study the weakest link approach will be investigated. When using the weakest link 
theory, the failure probability for a structure can be estimated.  
In this investigation a new specimen with two notches of different size is studied. The fatigue limit distributions 
for the two notches are determined by using the staircase method. The Weakest Link (WL) theory, [1, 2], will be 
used for analysis of the experimental outcome. The WL-integral is evaluated, either, at the specimen surface area or 
as a volumetric entity. The outcomes of these two different methods are compared. 
2. Experiments
The material used in this investigation is Uddeholm IMPAX supreme, which is a steel used in moulds, for 
example. This material has good homogeneity and high purity, which are good properties for enhanced fatigue 
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performance. The specimen, see Fig. 1, with two notches of different size, was subjected to rotating bending, hence 
R = -1. 
Fig. 1 Sketch of the specimen with sub volumes and notches presented. 
By changing the location, ȕ, of the dead load, F, the fatigue failure site could be changed. The rotational velocity 
was about 3,000 rpm. When performing the fatigue tests, distinct values on ȕ was chosen so that fatigue failure 
would occur in just the investigated notch and not the other one. For the experiments performed in this investigation, 
ȕ was 72 mm for failure in notch A and 85 mm for failure in notch B. A run-out was defined as a specimen that had 
not failed after 2 million cycles. The staircase method [3] was used for determination of the ‘point method’ fatigue 
limits and the results from the staircase tests are shown in Fig. 2. With ‘point method’ it is understood that a local 
stress is used to signify the risk of fatigue. In Fig. 2, the largest principal stress found in the respective notch is 
shown.
Fig. 2 Outcome from staircase test, black indicate notch A and grey indicate notch B. The horizontal lines indicate fatigue limits.
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In Fig. 2, the experimental outcome from the staircase test is shown. As may be seen, four stress levels were used 
for notch A and five were used for notch B. This gives a total of nine stress levels, or load cases, which will be 
evaluated using FEM. The fatigue limit (principal stress based at R = -1) for notch A was 361 MPa and for notch B it 
was 408 MPa. The standard deviations were 15.7 MPa and 17.8 MPa, respectively. A measure of the relative scatter 
is the coefficient of variation (COV) which is defined as the standard deviation divided by the mean value. The 
COV is equal to 0.0435 for notch A and 0.0436 for notch B, which means that the relative scatter is almost the same 
in both notches. 
3. Computations 
Abaqus was used for the FE-analyses where the element types were C3D8 and C3D6, [4], which are an eight 
noded brick element and a six-noded wedge element, respectively. The part of specimen that is clamped in the 
fixture is not modeled in Abaqus since the stresses in that region are negligible and the simulation time is reduced by 
omitting it. The results are evaluated in a slice-shaped section of the specimen, see Fig. 3. By just evaluating the 
stresses, element volumes and surface areas in this section the computation time is reduced considerably. The results 
in the slice-shaped section were post-processed in Matlab. 
Fig. 3 FE-model of the specimen where the slice-shaped section and the loads are shown.
In order to model the load case, rotating bending, two perpendicular loads of the same magnitude are used, see 
[5]. One simulation for each load is modeled and the stress is combined as 
).sin()cos(),( 21 WVWVWV ijijij  x         (1) 
In Eq. (1), ı1ij is the stress result from load F1, ı2ij is the stress result from F2, x is the position in space and Ĳ can 
be seen as a pseudo-time. From this combined stress result, one stress cycle can be modeled by letting Ĳ go from 0 to 
2ʌ. In order to evaluate the stress cycle using the weakest link theory an effective stress has to be used. There are 
many effective stresses used in fatigue, for a broad review see [6]. Here the stress cycle is almost proportional and 
alternating. Hence, the largest principal stress during the stress cycle can be used as effective stress (ıeff). The failure 
probability for a slice-shaped section can be written as 
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where ıeff is the effective stress (here the largest principal stress during the cycle), ıth is a threshold stress below 
which no fatigue failure occur, ıu is a location parameter, m is a parameter that describes the scatter and Vref is an 
arbitrary reference volume. The parameters ıth, ıu and m are material parameters associated with the reference 
volume Vref. If a method based on surface area is to be used, the volume is changed to surface area; hence the 
integration is performed over the specimen’s surface area and a reference area, A , replaces V . The numerical 
alues of the parameters in th
ref ref
e WL-integral are not the same when the area-integral is used. However, the 
interpretation of the paramete
integral turns into a summation
olume Vi or surface area from the element A . If the failure probability for the entire specimen is to be computed, 
         (3) 
ere, f,section is the failure probability of the slice shaped section (Fig. 3) using Eq. (3) and N is the number of slice-
sh
ref th u
m a computational failure probability can be determined with the WL-integral.  The idea is that the failure 
probability using the WL-i
not the case. There will be a difference between experiments and model. The material parameters are chosen so that 
e residual between the experimental failure probability and the computational failure probability is minimized i.e.
v
rs is the same. If the WL-expression is to be used in conjunction with FEM, the 
 where the effective stress is determined in each finite element with its own element 
v i
the following expression is used 
 Nff pp section,specimen, 11  
wh p
aped sections, which is 20 in this case.  
4. Experiments vs. computations 
The nine load cases have different failure probability. These failure probabilities can be estimated from 
experiments using the empirical failure probability, i.e. pf = i/n, where i is the number of failures at the evaluated 
stress level, n is the total number of experiments at that stress level. This estimate is rather crude when the data set is 
limited. Instead, median ranks, [7], are used. Using the median ranks, an estimate of the experimental failure 
probability for each load case can be determined. This gives the experimental failure probability, pfexp.
The nine different load cases from the staircase tests are also evaluated using FEM and post processed using 
Matlab. For a specified load case, set of element volumes, reference volume V  and material parameters ı , ı  and
ntegral should be the same as the experimental one for each load case. This is, however 
th
,
9
,WLexp,¦  ifif ppRes          (4) 
1 i
is minimized. This method is applied to both the area version and the volume version of the WL-integral. The 
residual using the area WL-integral is 0.5746 and for the volume WL-integral 0.5611. Thus, there is a relative 
difference of only about 2 %. There is a very small difference between the two models. 
When the residual, Res, has been minimized for the area WL-integral and the volume WL-integral the material 
parameters have been found. Using them, the computed failure probability can be compared to the experimental one 
for each load case. Nine points can be plotted in a plane, where the ordinate correspond to the experimental failure 
probability and the abscissa is the failure probability according to the WL-integral. The perfect fit is when the 
experimental failure probability is equal to the computed one, i.e. pfexp = pfWL. When the material parameters are 
known, the distribution functions for failure in the different notches can be plotted for both the area WL-integral and 
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the volume WL-in ume WL-integral is compared and 
all nine load ca
r the different methods, the rings indicate 
exper
ind
s the probability for the two different methods as function of the maximum 
pr
h the area WL-integral and the volume WL-integral, the results shown in Fig. 5 are 
obt
ig. 5(d), but here the data is fitted to just notch B. The results 
pr
nding for volume WL-integral is 
.051 for both notch A and B, see [8]. These values are somewhat larger than the experimentally found COV from 
the staircase results, which were 0.045 and 0.046, for notch A and B, respectively. 
tegral. This is shown in Fig. 4, where the fit using area and vol
ses are used. 
Fig. 4 (a) Comparison of fit for volume and area WL-integral where black indicates tests that gave fatigue failure at notch A and grey indicates 
the same for notch B. (b) Probability as function of the largest principal stress in the structure fo
imental outcomes. Black indicates tests with failure in notch A and consequently grey indicates tests with failure in notch B. Dashed lines 
icates results for area WL-integral and filled lines indicate results for volume WL-integrals. 
In Fig. 4(a), a point below the black line indicates an underestimation of the failure probability and consequently 
points above the line indicates an overestimation. It can be seen that the volume WL-integral gives poor accuracy 
for low failure probabilities but the fit improves with an increased failure probability. For the area WL-integral, the 
result is the contrary. Fig. 4(b) show
incipal stress in the specimen. It can be seen that the fit is relatively good for failure probabilities around 50 % but 
poor for the tails of the distributions. 
If the computational WL-integral is evaluated only at the notch that experienced fatigue failure in the 
experiments, hence not taking the other notch into consideration in the computations at all, the fit is improved 
considerably for the notch under consideration. The a posteriori evaluation for the other notch is then very poor. If 
this is performed using bot
ained. Residuals for the area WL-integral are 0.1275 (A) and 0.068 (B), for the volume WL-integral they are 
0.1281 (A) and 0.0520 (B).
It can be seen in Fig. 5(a) and (b) that the fit to just one notch shows similar behaviour for the area WL-integral 
and the volume WL-integral. In Fig. 5(c) the fit to tests that gave failure in notch A using the area WL-integral is 
presented. It can be seen that the fit to failures in notch A is good but the fit to notch B, dashed line, is poor. The 
same trend holds for the results presented in F
esented in Fig. 5 show good fits, but one has to bear in mind that the WL-parameters should be size independent; 
hence the fit in Fig. 4 shows the real behaviour. 
The fit to either notch A or B, using the area WL-integral, are plotted in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d), respectively. 
From these figures, the COV from the WL-integrals for the different notches can be estimated. The estimated COV 
is 0.059 for notch A and 0.053 for notch B, using the area WL-integral. Correspo
0
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Fig. 5 (a) Fit to just one notch using the area WL-integral; squares indicates notch A and stars indicate notch B. The black points indicate fit to 
notch B and grey indicate fit to notch A. (b) Same as (a) but volume WL-integral is used instead. (c) Fit to failure in A using area WL-integral, 
rings indicate experimental outcome, filled line failure in A and dashed line failure in B. (d) Fit to failure in notch B, the rings indicate 
experimental outcome in notch B, the filled line indicates fit to notch B and dashed line failure in notch A.
5. Discussion
The fatigue limit for notch A is smaller than for notch B, which is consistent with the weakest link theory. Both 
the area and the volume WL-integral are based on feasible physical reasoning. The area WL-integral is founded on 
the fact that fatigue failure usually initiates at defects on the specimen surface or very close to it. Hence, evaluating 
stresses at the specimen surface would be more suitable. On the other hand, if one is interested to take internal 
defects into account (e.g. inclusions); the volume WL-integral makes more sense. Another, more practical, 
advantage of the volume WL-integral is that it is easier to implement, it is just to export the stress tensor and 
element volume for each finite element and use them in the WL-integral and compute the fatigue failure probability. 
This is a disadvantage with the area WL-integral; there is no straightforward implementation with FEM. However, 
both these methods show similar residual, thus it is difficult to say which one is the best one. 
The residuals for the area and the volume WL-integrals are similar. This means that the error in the estimation of 
the probability of fatigue failure compared to actual probability is about the same for both methods, and the residual 
must be judged as large. In addition, the volume and area methods show relatively equal residuals. It was expected 
by the authors that the area based WL-integral have a lower residual, because for this high quality steel, surface 
initiation of fatigue is typical. However, the methods can not be distinguished.   
Neither the volume WL-integral nor the area WL-integral gives accurate results. This is a disappointing result 
from a physical point of view. The basic idea of the weakest link approach is quite straightforward and can be 
justified; defects exist (either in the volume or at the surface) and cracks form around them and grow until final 
fatigue failure. This idea captures the essentials of the physical fatigue mechanism. Hence, it is feasible that the 
weakest link arguments are not the problem here. Instead, it is the assumed probability density function per unit 
volume that is not correct. The Weibull distribution does not describe the true distribution as function of the 
effective fatigue stress. 
The experimental coefficient of variation (COV) is almost the same for both notches. Thus, the relative scatter is 
the same in both notches. The computational COV for the notches is larger than the experimental results using the 
staircase method. When using the area WL-integral, the relative difference between the notches for the COV is 
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about 10 %. The volume WL-integral gives the same COV in both notches. Further, the COV is larger for the area 
WL-integral compared to the volume WL-integral. 
6. Conclusions 
The main conclusions can be summarized in the following list: 
x A simultaneous weakest link fit to both notches gives poor accuracy.  
x When fitting the WL-integral to failure in just one notch, disregarding the other notch, the fit is improved 
considerably.  
x The residuals are almost the same for the area and the volume WL-integrals. 
x The fatigue limit for the larger notch, A, is lower than the fatigue limit for the smaller notch, B, which is 
consistent with the weakest link theory. 
x Both the area and volume WL-integrals can predict the fatigue failure around 50 % rather well, but the 
predictive capability for low and high failure probability is poor.  
x The statistical description of Weibull for the probability of fatigue failure per unit volume is not good and 
has to be developed in the future. 
x The experimental COV from the staircase results is smaller than the computational COV using the WL-
integral, for both area and volume. The WL-integral has a tendency to spread out the probability over a 
larger load-range than is present in the actual behavior. 
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